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C-ICE: Counteracting effect of future Antarctic sea-ice loss on 
projected increases of summer Monsoon rainfall

In short:
1. Effects of AA sea-ice retreat on SH storm track → change in 

midlatitude exports
2. Effects of midlatitude exports on Hadley Cell
3. Effect of HC changes on ITCZ and Indian Summer Monsoon



Goswami et al. 2006

The ISM as an expression of the seasonal 
migration of the ITCZ

●  but active/break cycles and phenomenology of onset show that the “monsoon 
ITCZ” is in dynamical competition with the “climatological” oceanic ITCZ 

● the ISM may therefore be sensitive to that climatological location



Schneider et al. 2014

ITCZ location and ISM strength are associated 
with global atmospheric energy cycle



Frierson and Wang 2012

Schneider et al. 2014

ITCZ, Energy Equator and 
Extratropical Heat Budget



Held and Soden 2006 and the role of subtropical 
warming

δ(Mcq) ~ δOLR

But 

δOLR ~ 2 %/K and δq ~ 7 %/K

Therefore

δMc ~ -5 %/K

Convective adjustment also implies

δ N²ITCZ ~ 2 %/K

If  H ~ Mc, then for the subtropics

δ N²subtr ~ 7 %/K.Eq

N²ITCZ N²subtr

⊗



H ~ OLR/Lq H ~ OLR/N²

⊗



Hence reduced thermal wind in subtropics. Since also δ N²subpolar is small, there is 
increased thermal wind in mid-latitudes. But the HC subsequently responds to 
changing mid-latitude energy exports.



Kushnir et al. 2002

Mid-latitude eddy fluxes represent a feedback on the 
tropical energy budget, circulation and ITCZ



Brayshaw et al. 2008

HadAM3
Idealised SST experiments 

with GCM in AP configuration



Alexander et al. 2003

Bader et al. 2013

ECHAM5

The idea of sea-ice as a 
feedback mechanism of the 
mid-latitude circulation

AMIP experiments with ea-ice concetration 
changes from observations or ESM-based 
projections



C-ICE: I. AMIP experiments with uniform displacement 
of sea-ice edge dependent on observed climatology

● Assess the impact on the meridional mass streamfunction 
● Different competing mechanisms at work, depndent on the  background  

model climatology
● Most impacts expected during SH winter/spring season
● This should be easy



CAM5

Results from CESM 
experiments

● Reduction of surface temperature 
gradient results in the equatorward shift 
of storm track (and Ferrel Cell)

● Consistent with changes in eddy activity 
(and Brayshaw et al. 2008)

● No impact on HC or tropical precipitation



?

ECHAM6

● FC cell response ~ subtropical perturbation of Brayshaw et al. (2008)
● HC response opposite than expected

Results from MPI-ESM experiments



Idealised SST experiments in AP configuration (à la 
Brayshaw et al. 2008)

SST perturbation designed as type-1 perturbation of Brayshaw et al. (2008)

Courtesy: V. Sinclair



Dr. Victoria Sinclair, University of Helsinki

Contours: stream function 
in the control SST run. 

Shading: impact of halving 
the time step

Contours: stream function 
in the control SST run. 

Shading: impact of 
perturbing SSTs

Lack of robustness I: results with IFS model



Lack of robustness II: results with CAM

CAM5 CAM5, AM fix CAM6

FC: eq'ward shift
HC: strengthens, contracts

FC: weakens, expands
HC: strengthens, contracts

FC: weakens, contracts
HC: weakens, in place

(N.B: Brayshaw et al. 2008: strengthening, poleward shift, both HC and FC)

Why? → changes in TOA and div(FA)
→ different subtropical feedbacks



Bracegirdle et al. 2018

● Aside from expected 
expansion of the tropical 
circulation, no consistency 
in SH ST

● Correlation with 
climatological sea-ice edge

● Certainly affected by 
different SH ST climatology 
(+ systematic bias!)

● But C-ICE related work 
indicates also underlying 
fundamental modelling 
uncertainty related to 
subtropical response

Lack of robustness III: the CMIP5 ensemble



CAM6 prototype

Lack of robustness (continued): polar amplification



Feldl et al. 2017

GFDL CM2.1

Lack of robustness (continued): polar amplification



CAM6 prototype

Lack of robustness (continued): polar amplification



Interim Conclusions
● C-ICE hypotheses:

1. Verified, quantification underway
2. Conflicting results
3. Under study

● The obstacle lies in fundamental, hereto unrecognised 
modelling uncertainty

● The key lies in the dynamical and physical feedbacks of 
the subtropical circulation

● These cannot be isolated from their interaction with the 
mid-latitude storm tracks

● It is therefore mandatory to understand and quantify 
that interaction and its mechanisms


